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PRIME Minister Julia Gillard insists "the science is in". The planet is warming 
dangerously -- and man is to blame.  

Here's one sign that Gillard lies. 

Check where Chief Climate Commissioner Tim Flannery lives. 

Flannery in 2006 warned we could be on the brink of causing the seas to rise by 25m if we 
did not slash our emissions. 

"Picture an eight-storey building by a beach, then imagine waves lapping its roof," he said 
dramatically. 

"So anyone with a coastal view from their bedroom window or kitchen window is likely to 
lose their house as a result of that change." 

So how terrifying it must be for Flannery as he gets his breakfast each morning to look up 
and see the estuarine waters of the Hawkesbury, just 5m from his waterfront home on Coba 
Point. 

Why hasn't he sold up and moved to higher ground? Is it because even he doesn't believe his 
absurd scare? 

But evidence that the warming theory is hokum goes far beyond the fact that the professional 
alarmists don't live as they preach. 

Here's just some of the science news and views from this past month that nail Gillard's deceit. 

The science journal Remote Sensing now says NASA satellite data over the past decade 
shows our atmosphere releases much more heat into space than alarmist computer models 
predicted, suggesting the planet won't warm anything like we're warned. 

Science magazine says that NASA scientists rechecking ice-monitoring data from eastern 
Antarctica say reports of a big melt from the continent have been exaggerated. 

The world's leading climate scientist, Prof Richard Lindzen of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, told me "since 1995...there hasn't been much warming, certainly not that can be 
distinguished from noise". 
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Australian physicist Prof Brian O'Brien, who worked on the Apollo moon missions, told the 
ABC "it was certainly not proven" that man was largely to blame for any warming and the 
danger "had been wildly exaggerated". 

Prof Peter Ridd, head of physics at James Cook University, has demanded sceptics be funded 
to check warmist claims because "I have as much faith in (their) science as I did in the police 
system in Queensland in the 1980s". 

A STUDY by Phil Watson, a coastal researcher with the New South Wales Office of 
Environment and Heritage, shows the centuries-long rise in sea levels has slowed, now 
increasing at "a reducing rate". 

Meanwhile, Charles Monnett , the US federal biologist whose headline-grabbing claim that 
global warming was drowning polar bears was recycled in Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth, 
has now been suspended while authorities investigate allegations of scientific misconduct in 
the study that made him famous. 

The "science is in"? Who says so lies, and until I see Flannery move to high ground, 
clutching cats for warmth, I'd say he secretly thinks so, too. 
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